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Introduction 01

The Parish Plan
This document aims to identify issues from the Parish Plan
questionnaire survey, the progress made to date and the
actions outstanding. It also looks forward to consider what
might impact on the Parish in the future.
The Parish Plan envisages the preservation of the Parish’s rural
environment, improvement in safety on the roads throughout
the Parish, maintenance of existing services and more
consideration for the needs of young people and the elderly.
It reflects the hopes and aspirations of the residents of the
Parish as revealed by surveys, but successful implementation
of its aims and objectives will depend on the willingness and
ability of the community to take the necessary action.
The Plan’s success will also depend on the community
impressing on those bodies and authorities with power to
make decisions that these reflect the wishes of the community.
We need to be aware that not all the action required can
rest with the Parish Council. Action has to be taken by the
community at large.
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02 About the Parish

The Parish of Wrington is divided into two wards: the North East Ward comprising the hamlet of Redhill (divided by
the A38) and the whole of Bristol International Airport (enclosed by Cooks Bridle Path and Downside Road) and the
South West Ward comprising the village of Wrington and its immediate environs. On the current electoral roll, the
North East Ward has 466 residents and the South West Ward 1,731 residents. Both villages are approximately 12
miles equidistant from South Bristol and Weston-Super-Mare and 24 miles from Bath. The Parish lies between the
A38 to the east and the A370 to the west. The nearest junction for the M5 is Junction 21.
The community of Downside consists of a substantial number of
houses in this area to the north of the airport. The houses are
scattered and many straddle Downside Road, which is a narrow
country road with no footpaths and suffers from heavy traffic to
and from the airport.

View from All Saints’ Church Tower

Redhill is a small community, which has Christ Church, a fine
‘chapel-of-ease’ presented by the Wills family so that residents
would not have to take the long walk to the Mother Church in
Wrington. It has a village hall and club and a recreation ground but
no shops or school. The north east area of the Parish is dominated
by the airport but is otherwise very rural. Services in these outlying
areas of the Parish are very limited.

Wrington village is an ancient settlement with evidence dating
it back to Roman times. The first written record of Wrington is
in a Saxon Charter (904 AD). In the Domesday Book it is included
as ‘Weritone’ under the lands of St Mary of Glastonbury with
a value to the Abbot of £30. It was listed as having ‘3 mills, 46
cattle, 30 pigs and 278 sheep’. It was the birthplace of the famous
philosopher, John Locke (1632) and two hundred years later, it
was from this village that Hannah More, the equally celebrated
Church Road, Redhill
philanthropist, inspired by William Wilberforce, set out to provide
education for the rural poor. She established schools in Cheddar, Axbridge, Blagdon and Wedmore (Wrington
already had a school) and it was these schools which would evolve into the first system of free national schooling
in England.
Every five years, Wrington village holds a ‘Fairs Week’ which commemorates the granting of a Charter by Edward III (1332)
to hold a fair and market. The culmination of this week is a pageant, in Broad Street, to celebrate the history of this village.
Today, the Parish has a thriving community with many services within Wrington village: a doctors’ surgery, a
chemist, two pubs, a post office, several shops, a garage and a bank. In the wider Parish there are two primary
schools, two veterinary surgeries and hotels, as well as bed and breakfast and holiday accommodation, and two
farm shops, two more pubs and a golf club. Wrington village has two play areas for children and a large recreation
ground with a licensed Sports and Social Club. The Wrington Bowling Club is situated adjacent to the recreation
ground. The Parish, particularly within Wrington village, has numerous meeting places, including a large War
Memorial Hall, a gift from the Wills family, which has recently been refurbished, the Scout Hall, the Reading Room
and the Sports and Social Club Pavilion. Redhill has a village hall and club, with play area.
There are two small industrial estates on the outskirts of the Wrington village and also a small industrial estate at
Redhill. The Parish still retains its strong farming tradition.
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Planning for the Future - a Starting Point 03
A Starting Point

Consultation

The initial process of planning for the future of the Parish was
started in 2003 with a few people coming together to discuss what
this would involve and how it should be taken forward.
The first stage involved a small leaflet prompting ideas and
encouraging people to bring forward their issues to help formulate
the main questionnaire. These leaflets were distributed across the
parish through shops and meeting places. Around 200 of these
were returned and they highlighted some key concerns that we
then incorporated in the main questionnaire.
The main questionnaire was ambitious and the overriding aim was
that as many residents as possible would complete it. A number of
people contributed to the formation of questions and it became
clear that a variety of ways to ask the questions would confuse and
so eventually a decision was made to take a consistent approach
and use tick boxes throughout.

Seeking your views

Other activities included the Primary School picture project
(Wrington 20 years ahead) and exhibitions in the Memorial Hall and
at the Wrington Village Fete. Local shops, community groups and
individuals were involved throughout the consultation.
The final questionnaire was 50 pages long and in the early part
of 2005 an army of people delivered questionnaires to over 1,200
households in the Parish. A system was devised to allow the
volunteers to collect these later from residents and so maximise the
opportunity for a good response. We had an excellent return rate
of 70% (770 questionnaires) and then had the task of collating the
information.

Village Fete

Wrington is fortunate to have its own ‘Cyber Room’ and a team of
‘cyber slaves’ was recruited to capture the information that would
then need to be analysed. At the beginning of the process we did
not have a computer programme available to us to set out the
questions and then analyse the results. We realised that this was to
be an enormous task and one that wasn’t going to be easy!
Local residents, who were also computer experts, came to the
rescue. They took the massive amounts of information collated by
the ‘cyber slaves’ and attempted to make sense of it!
Clear messages started to emerge and work was started on a
number of the ‘actions’ needed to tackle the identified issues.

Discussing the issues
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03 Planning for the future - a starting point
How the Plan Developed
Clear messages started to emerge from the analysis of the
questionnaire responses and work then started on the ‘actions’
needed to tackle the many issues identified by residents.
A wide range of topics was covered in the questionnaire, resulting
in an even wider range of comments and possible actions. Issues
concerning traffic, transport and roads generated a high level of
interest. Issues related to housing, development, the environment,
Green Belt and the rural character of the area also came through
strongly.
To illustrate the responses and provide a reference, the following is
an overall report on residents’ movements and housing:
• Of the 770 questionnaires returned, 83% of respondents lived
in Wrington village and 81% were owner-occupiers
• 174 family members had moved away from the Parish in the
previous 10 years
• 87 of these had left to go to college or university and 64 to
take up employment elsewhere
• 40 indicated that their move was due to the lack of affordable
housing and 10 the lack of suitable housing
• 7 said it was because of inadequate public transport
Summaries of the responses and key points are reported in the
individual topic pages, with the related Action Plans then detailed
in section 15. These comment on issues raised in the questionnaire,
the required outcome, actions taken to date and the status. The
individual Action Plans and the related comments in this document
together form the Parish Plan.
The Parish Plan describes where we are today, with many of the
actions already achieved. However, work is ongoing and the Plan
will need review in future, with the wider community working
alongside the Parish Council as many of the outstanding or related
future actions can probably be implemented by community groups
and residents themselves.
The fundamental aim of the Plan is to stimulate community interest
in local issues and, crucially, highlight where local action can
resolve these issues.
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Local Identity & Character 04
Environmental Areas & Designations
The Parish is largely rural with most of the land in agricultural or
forestry use, although the airport has a significant presence and
impact.

Wrington’s rural setting

Walled Garden, Long Lane

Most of the Parish is designated as Green Belt, with the whole of
the Parish within the Forest of Avon as well as the North Somerset
and Mendip Bats Special Area of Conservation (SAC) consultation
area. This environmentally sensitive Parish includes 1 Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI), 10 designated Wildlife Sites, 3 regionally
important geological sites (RIGS), 6 scheduled ancient monuments
and 1 historic park/garden (Barley Wood). Also, there are over 30
listed buildings, the Church of All Saints’, Wrington being listed as
Grade 1 and with much of the Wrington village centre designated
as a Conservation Area.
Responses to the questionnaire indicated that the rural aspect of
the Parish was appreciated and was noted as providing a setting
for the villages. Aspects valued included open spaces, such as the
Recreation Field, Wrington Hill and Old Hill. Also, farms, fields and
surrounding woodland, bluebell woods, countryside views including
the Mendips. In fact, overall the comments reflected the opinion
of the respondents that the rural nature of the Parish and the
unspoilt views over the surrounding countryside were worthy of
preservation.
The questionnaire responses showed the following to be
‘Very Important/Important’:
Conservation of Parish landscape character
72%
71%
Woodland retention & replanting		
Preservation of hedges & trees			
72%
Wildlife conservation				79%

Cattle grazing

Conservation Area
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05 Housing & Development
Housing & Planning Policy
Wrington Settlement Boundary

Land use and development in North Somerset is controlled
through various national, regional and local authority policies,
which define the land designations and principles under which
housing and other proposed development can be undertaken. NSC’s
Replacement Local Plan (RLP) is of most relevance here.
The villages of Wrington and Redhill each have defined settlement
boundaries within which development is generally allowed,
although there are certain restrictions for properties in the
Wrington Conservation Area. Development is more restricted
elsewhere in the Parish, which is understandably designated as
countryside, and there are additional rules relating to development
in the Green Belt. The Green Belt stretches from Bristol to reach
around the north and east edges of Wrington village, with Green
Belt policies controlling development in much of the Parish.

A plan of the Wrington settlement, based upon the Ordnance Survey
mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office © Crown Copyright

There are particular national policies relating to the airport, which
has permitted rights allowing some development even though
the site is in the Green Belt. In addition, an ‘inset’ was allowed at
the airport when the RLP was agreed. This inset is an area of land
taken out of the Green Belt and is where most of the proposed
major development at the airport is to be undertaken. The RLP will
be replaced by policies defined under what is known as the Core
Strategy in the next few years. Contact the Parish Council if you
would like more information on this.

Redhill Settlement Boundary
Major development is planned at BIA

A plan of the Redhill settlement, based upon the Ordnance Survey mapping with the
permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown Copyright

Housing development site
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Housing and Development 05
Views on Future Development
Opinions against further development were expressed on the
grounds of endangering the rural character of the area, inadequate
roads and infrastructure limitations. Other concerns were pressure
on local facilities and, importantly, that surface drainage and flood
prevention measures were inadequate.

New housing development

The overwhelming response (79%) was that new housing should
be within the defined settlements, although 12% felt development
could be outside the settlement boundaries and 9% thought
development, if needed, should go anywhere. Although many
thought no new housing was necessary, there was a particular
perceived need for housing for young couples, the elderly and
low income families. These should be available to buy, for shared
ownership and to rent.
Responses to the questionnaire showed the local environment was
perceived as being under attack, with economic and development
pressure accelerating future change.

Employment development site?

The responses to specific questions saw as ‘Very Important/
Important’:
Protection of listed buildings & Wrington Conservation Area
The design, scale & ‘fit’ of any new developments		
The impact of development on the surrounding landscape
The need to control roadside features & advertising signs

81%
72%
75%
72%
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Affordable homes

Flood risk for Wrington

06 Environment
Local Environment
The local environment was perceived as being under attack, with
economic and development pressure accelerating future change.
The responses to specific questions saw as ‘Very Important/
Important’:
Protection of listed buildings & Wrington Conservation Area: 81%
Parish Wildlife Site

The design, scale & ‘fit’ of any new developments:

72%

The impact of development on the surrounding landscape:

75%

The control of roadside features & advertising signs:

72%

Under the box ‘Other’, 29 comments were made and of those 14%
did not want any further expansion of the Airport and hotels, 10%
wanted no more development in Wrington and 7% wanted ancient
trees protected and missing trees replaced. Another 7% wanted the
footpaths (public and permissive) to be preserved and maintained.
Tumbling Weir, Havyatt Road

Agriculture
The Parish is largely rural with most of the land in agricultural or
forestry use.
The responses showed the following to be ‘Very Important/
Important’:

Maize crop for silage

Conservation of Parish landscape character:

72%

Woodland retention & replanting:		

71%

Preservation of hedges & trees:			

72%

Wildlife conservation:				79%

Recycling

Green waste collection

8

Strong views were reflected in the responses on recycling. The
replies identified that 86% recycled glass, 84% recycled paper and
66% recycled cans. The green box system was being used by 70%
of residents. There were many comments about the need to recycle
plastics.
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Street Lighting 07
Adequacy & Colour Preferences
Street lighting was considered as a separate topic because
almost all of the Wrington village street lights are owned by the
Parish. This means that the Parish Council pays for the power
consumption, maintenance and any replacement costs, with many
lights probably needing to be upgraded in the next few years. This
has very significant cost implications as at the present time there
is no possibility of the lights being adopted by the local authority
(NSC). In North Somerset the street lighting is largely owned and
funded by NSC, with this including some orange lights in a small
off-street installation in School Road, Wrington.

Conservation Area street light

The subdued white lighting installed in most of Wrington probably
adds to the character of the village, although the system is old, and
residents were asked to compare this with the new orange lights
installed along the A38 and elsewhere, as well as the many rural
roads without any lighting.
The questionnaire responses showed that 68% thought the existing
street lighting adequate. If any new system was to be implemented,
responses indicated that this should be phased to spread the costs
over a period of years. On the subject of colour, 86 % preferred
white lights to orange.
Since the questionnaire was circulated it has become apparent
that many of the concrete lighting columns in Wrington need to
be replaced and a modernisation programme is planned. This will
include the fitting of energy efficient compact fluorescent white
lamps.

New lighting column

SEC maintains the village lights
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08 Community Life, Clubs and Societies

Annual Fun Run
The Parish has an enormous number of clubs and societies to suit
many interests and age groups. Important to these groups are that
the facilities/venues in the Parish and should be close and readily
accessible.

Bowling Club

The most regularly used venue is Wrington Memorial Hall, followed
by Wrington Scout Hall, the Recreation Field and the Glebe Play
Area. Redhill Village Hall, the Reading Room and the Recreation
Field Pavilion were also well used. Outside the Parish, the Churchill
Sports Centre is very popular and Felton Village Hall is valuable to
Downside residents.

Wrington Tennis Courts

Friday Market
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Community Services & Facilities
Community services and facilities are primarily located in Wrington
village and are considered of great importance to the Parish.
Those responding to ‘How important do you consider these services
for the Parish?’ listed as ‘Very Important/Important’ the following:

Wrington Surgery

Doctor:			92%
Chemist:		 90%
Dentist:			82%
Optician:		 71%
Mobile Library:		
72%
Veterinary Surgery:
69%

Local Retailers
Most local retailers were mentioned in response to questions about
their usage, highlighting the value of these shops and facilities.

Pharmacy

Jewell’s Newsagent and Amors were used most frequently. Others
used on a weekly basis were Wrington Post Office, Richards,
Buglers, Alvis Farm Shop, the National Westminster Bank, local pubs
and local garages.
89% of residents thought that local services were very important/
important.

Amors Stores

Jewell’s newsagent
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09 Community Services & Facilities, Religion
Religion
There are three churches within the Parish: Christ Church, Church
of England, Redhill, All Saints’ Church of England, Wrington and The
United Reformed Church, Wrington.

Religious Faith
United Reformed Church, Wrington

77% of those who responded said they had a religious faith,
with 46% belonging to a particular religious congregation; 20%
attended a place of worship on a regular basis and 28% attended
‘occasionally’ for baptisms, weddings, funerals, Christmas and
Easter.

The Churches as Historic Buildings
Of those who responded, 52% thought that the buildings
themselves were important and 41% considered that ‘every parish
should have such a building’. All Saints’, Wrington, was thought by
75% of those who responded to be an important historic building.

Christ Church, Redhill

It seems clear that in the 21st Century the churches in the Parish of
Wrington continue to have importance to the community, both as
places of worship and as buildings of historical importance.

All Saints’ Church
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Policing your Community 10
Crime Rates & Quality of Service
The Parish has a designated Police Constable and a Community
Support Officer. The airport also has a dedicated police team with a
number of officers based on site.
35% of the 770 respondents stated that they had been victims of
crime, although this had not necessarily happened in the Parish.
They were as follows:

PC Kim Tacchi

20% burglary
15% car crime
6% damage to property
2% vandalism & violence

The comments on the reaction of the police to reported crimes
were mostly positive. From 253 responses:
30% felt they had a good reaction
44% adequate
26% inadequate
Knowledge of Neighbourhood Watch Schemes in the Parish
appeared to be very limited although 11 respondents indicated that
they would be prepared to participate in such a scheme.

PCSO Yvette Jordan

Community policing

DOWNSIDE · REDHILL · WRINGTON · PARISH PLAN
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11 Young People

233 young people responded to the special section for young
people. Of these 199 lived in Wrington and 34 lived in Redhill and
Downside.
There were various opportunities provided for young people to
engage with the Parish Plan process apart from the questionnaire.
These were conducted through the Primary School and at Parish
Plan open events.

Education

Play area

Of the 207 young people of school age, the majority attended local
state sector schools. 89 attended Churchill Community School
(including Sixth Form), 75 attended Wrington Primary School, 18
attended private schools and the rest were distributed between
several other local schools. One young person was schooled at
home.

Outside Interests

Summer Youth Week

The young people displayed a wide variety of interests outside
school ranging from showing dogs to Tae Kwon Do. However, the
four main areas of interest were sport, performing arts, technology
and socialising. Over 60% of replies mentioned sport as one of their
favourite activities. The most popular was football followed by
swimming, cricket, cycling and rugby.
The performing arts are popular with the Parish’s young people.
Wrington has a flourishing Youth Drama Group and dance classes.
Many young people play musical instruments. Drawing and the
arts were also mentioned.
Surfing the net, computer games, TV/DVD’s featured strongly in
the responses. The importance of peer group friendships shows
through clearly in that the provision of a meeting place for older
children was desired.
The Parish offers its young people a wide range of organised
activities such as Scouts and Guides, Wrington Cricket and Football
Teams.

Cricket Team Success
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Young People 11
Youth Bus
The Youth Bus is funded by a partnership between Avon Youth
Association (AYA), North Somerset Youth Services and Wrington
Parish Council. Its aim is to provide planned and structured
activities for 11-19 year olds.

Mr Snowy!

69 respondents said that they had visited the Youth Bus and of
these 36 said that they would use it again. Users of the Youth
Bus were asked what they thought of it. Wrington responses
were mixed, with a typical answer being “It was OK when I was 11
years old”. There was a recurring theme that it was only suitable
for younger children. The response in Redhill was significantly
different. Here, the Youth Bus was universally praised with every
response describing it either as ‘good’ or ‘fun’.

Future Facilities
The young people were asked “What facilities for young people
would you like?” There were 137 responses to this question.
Responses ranged from a mini Broadmead to a climbing wall.

Youth Bus

The last question for young people was “if you could have just
one thing provided in the Parish what would it be?” The most
popular answers were the provision of a youth club/meeting
place, skateboard park and sports facilities. Another wish was for a
swimming pool.

Skateboard park

DOWNSIDE · REDHILL · WRINGTON · PARISH PLAN
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12 Travel, Transport, Traffic & Highways
Transport Modes
The results showed a very high dependency on the car. Fewer than
9% of households had no car, 35% had one car, while 55% had two
cars or more.
The principal use of the car in households was for travel to work
(41%), leisure and shopping (53%), and travel to school/college
(6%). The pattern is similar where there is more than one car in the
household.
Taking all members of the households, 71% were highly reliant on
the car, while 13% took some form of public transport including
school buses, train, and voluntary and public service buses. Less
than 4% used a bike.
121 bus service to Bristol

36% of those travelling within the Parish to local facilities used
the car, 55% walked and 9% used a bike. Car use for travelling to
school was more frequent than taking the school bus or walking.
A high proportion of the respondents had no view on the
effectiveness of the public bus service. Of those who did reply
the largest proportion felt that the overall service was poor. The
timetable, cost and routing were seen as the major issues. Many
felt that routing was the most significant area for improvement.
The need for more frequent buses and a late night return from
Bristol were expressed by many respondents as being necessary if a
change in behaviour was to occur.

Walk, cycle or drive?

Community Minibus
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Travel, Transport, Traffic & Highways 12

Responses to the two questions on danger spots and speeding
traffic showed that 81% of residents considered that there were
danger spots in the Parish. 68% considered speeding traffic to be a
danger.

People or cars?

There were 276 comments specifying danger spots in Wrington
village. 59% saw weight restrictions as important. Lower speed
limits were favoured by 51%, 31% wanted parking facilities
and 27% wanted more parking restrictions. Traffic calming was
supported by 41% of residents with 38% against, 25% liked the
idea of marked pedestrian walkways and 17% wanted more cycle
routes.
Of the 770 replies to the village questionnaire not all gave a view
on traffic and highways issues. Between 5% and 11% made no
comment on individual aspects.
The key areas were as follows:

Speeding Traffic
•
Downside Road traffic

•
•
•
•

Several highlighted the specific problems of Downside Road in
relation to speeding and pedestrian safety.
Action on speeding in Station Road, although several said that
parking on the road acted as a calming measure with no need
for further action.
Over 50% wanted lower speed limits in and around Wrington,
and particularly on all roads leading to the village: Long Lane
and West Hay were seen as the worst areas.
Speed humps were suggested by a number of respondents,
but there was a significant minority strongly against any such
provision.
Many suggested the introduction of a 20 mph limit within the
village centre.

Village congestion

Speed warning on the A38

DOWNSIDE · REDHILL · WRINGTON · PARISH PLAN
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12 Travel, Transport, Traffic & Highways
Danger Spots
Many suggestions were made as to the areas to be improved,
including:

Parking on village roads

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downside Road - junctions, especially with the A38.
Redhill - crossing the A38; pedestrians and cars.
High Street and Silver Street – no pavements.
Parking too close to the Amors corner.
Dangerous bends on Wrington Road/West Hay Road.
Horses on the Wrington – Congresbury road.
Junction of Long Lane and Ropers Lane at Branches Cross was
seen as being particularly dangerous.
Beam Bridge – possible use of priority flow for traffic.
Parts of Long Lane.

Traffic Calming
Redhill – A38 junction

54% are in favour of additional calming measures such as sleeping
policemen, village gates, chicanes and speed humps, whereas 46%
were against– some quite vociferously.

Condition of the Roads
Horse riders use local roads

The results showed that 11% thought that the roads were in good
condition, 62% thought that they were acceptable, and 26%
thought that they were poor.

Other Issues
Several suggestions arose including the need for mandatory
HGV and weight restrictions in and around the Parish. Advisory
restrictions are already in place on some local roads.

Pothole hazard
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Bristol International Airport (BIA) 13

The airport was established in World War II to provide training for
pilots in bad-weather flying. The location, on top of a hill, provided
some challenging weather conditions. Since becoming a private
company, Bristol International Airport, or Bristol Airport as it now
wants to be known, has expanded very rapidly in recent years and
now has more than six million passengers a year. This has had an
impact for the Parish with aircraft noise and road traffic increasing,
particularly affecting the North East Ward.
Countryside or airport?

Bristol Airport lies wholly within the Parish. This large commercial
enterprise has further expansion plans that are likely to impact on
the Parish.
Of the 770 responses to the questionnaire, 33% said they had
never flown from Bristol Airport. Of those who did fly, the biggest
percentage were leisure flights.

Airport Terminal

Downside/Lulsgate
Redhill
Wrington

Flown
70%
65%
67%

Leisure
83%
93%
85%

Business
17%
7%
15%

Of those who considered convenient air travel to be of local benefit,
77% lived in Redhill, 74% lived in Wrington and 53% Downside/
Lulsgate. Although there was a general feeling that the Airport
benefited the local area in terms of jobs, only 15 indicated that
their work depended on BIA.
Not surprisingly the impact was felt most by those who lived
closest to the airport.

easyJet is a major operator at BIA

Airport car parking?

Was BIA detrimental
Air pollution
Increased road transport
Lighting of the terminal
Unauthorised offsite car parking
Night flying
Noise – day time
Noise – night time

Downside/
Lulsgate
85%
85%
85%
68%
68%
83%
78%
80%

Redhill

Wrington

60%
57%
65%
50%
40%
50%
40%
48%

32%
45%
45%
30%
22%
47%
37%
46%

While 89% were against unlimited expansion, 52% accepted
some limited growth. Safeguards on any expansion included: 56%
no night flights, 45% thought the airport should provide home
insulation for those closest to BIA and 40% thought the airport
should buy homes most affected. 97% of residents felt the impact
on Green Belt and Felton Common was ‘very important/important’.

DOWNSIDE · REDHILL · WRINGTON · PARISH PLAN
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14 Communication/Parish Council

Over 200 concerns and suggestions were put forward. A number
of changes have already been implemented and are reflected in
the Action Plan. Some of these came up several times, expressed
in different ways, and others were in direct contradiction with one
another e.g. street lighting for Redhill/ no street lighting in Redhill!

Presentation at the Parish Meeting

Other requests for action were more aspirational, such as ‘to have
more influence on planning matters’, particularly in relation to
the expansion of Bristol International Airport and airport policies
in general. There were also such everyday things as ‘keeping the
streets tidy’. Another vitally important theme was that of ‘taking
more interest in young people’.

Parish Council
There appeared to be some misunderstandings about what the
Parish Council actually does and whether, at worst, it is no more
than ‘a talking shop with no teeth’, or, at best, ‘it is reasonably
effective but with a low level of power’.
61% of those who responded were aware that Parish Council
meetings were open to the public and 54% were aware of Parish
Council activities. However, on the big question of how effective
the Parish Council was, 40% thought it was effective, 9% thought it
was ineffective and 51% just didn’t know!
Annual Parish Meeting

Some of the actions requested have already been taken up and
remedied by the Parish Council or were already in place. For
example, meeting minutes are posted on the website and are
available to the public in the Parish Office (open Wednesdays and
Fridays between 10am and 12 noon). Many expressed a lack of
knowledge on such basic things as the location of the Parish notice
boards and the amount of detailed information already available on
the Wrington website.
Those living at the edges of our Parish, in the Redhill and the
Downside Road areas, and to a lesser extent Havyatt, expressed the
feeling that ‘Parish and District Councillors were only interested in
the main village’ and those on the outskirts were ‘not considered
at all’. The Parish Council was already aware of the difficulties
regarding Redhill and Downside representation. This was due to the
difficulties in encouraging residents from the North East Ward to
represent it on the Parish Council. A Councillor living on Downside
Road has been co-opted to pay special attention to the North East
Ward.

Parish Office
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Action Plans 15
Housing & Development
ISSUE

OUTCOME

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

New housing to be within
the settlement boundaries.

North Somerset Council’s
present planning policy
supports development within
settlement boundaries with
few exceptions.

Parish Council to support
and pursue this policy both
for the present and future.

Ongoing

Local character to be
maintained in any
development.

Ensure design, scale and
fit of new developments or
alterations are appropriate
for rural area.

Parish Council to make
timely and appropriate
recommendations to
North Somerset Council
(the planning authority)
in respect of planning
applications and alterations.

Ongoing

Protect listed buildings.

Ensure owners, Parish
Council and residents are
generally are aware of
status.

A comprehensive list is
available from the Parish
Council.

Completed

Protect Conservation Area.

New survey to be
undertaken of Conservation
Area.

Parish Council and
interested residents.

Ongoing

Concerns that surface
drainage and flood
prevention measures are
inadequate.

Collate information and
Parish Council continue
to put pressure on North
Somerset Council and the
Environment Agency for
solutions.

Report commissioned by
North Somerset Council.

Completed

Parish Council to work with
North Somerset Council to
address flooding issues.

Ongoing

Future flooding

Flood disaster plan to be
proposed.

Parish Council to establish
a flood disaster plan and
obtain endorsement from
the relevant authorities.

Ongoing

The Glebe, Wrington
common areas untidy.

Clean up car park &
footpaths.

Parish Council to ascertain
ownership of common areas
in The Glebe and to discuss
with The Glebe residents
what can be done.

Ongoing
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15 Action Plans
Environment
ISSUE

OUTCOME

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

Importance of preservation
of the Parish’s rural
landscape.

Ensure impact of any
development on visible
landscape is reduced,
particularly in respect of
Green Belt.

Parish Council to ensure
that appropriate comments
are made to the planning
authority (North Somerset
Council).

Ongoing

Preserving rural landscape.

Control roadside features
and signs.

Parish Council to report
to NSC unauthorised or
inappropriate signage and
press to reduce unnecessary
roadside ‘clutter’.

Ongoing

Wildlife, hedges, trees and
geological features.

Need to conserve wildlife,
hedges, trees and important
geological features.

Parish Council to map
Parish features and press
these points in relation to
planning issues.

Ongoing

Some footpaths overgrown
or blocked.

Check condition of all
footpaths in the Parish.

All footpaths in the Parish to
be surveyed by volunteers coordinated by Parish Council.
b) Problems to be noted and
remedial work carried out.
c) Land owners to be
contacted where problems
exist.

Surveys Completed

Regularly ensure footpaths
are accessible and in good
condition.

Parish Council to request
volunteer groups to
regularly survey.

Ongoing

Information on recycling
available to all in Parish &
updated annually.

Recycling information
available in Memorial Hall
lobby and on Wrington
website.

Regularly updated

Contribution of artificial
lighting to light pollution.

Use white rather than
orange lights.

All Parish Council owned
lights to be replaced with
white lights as and when
necessary.

Ongoing

Security lights

Examine impact of security
lights.

Parish Council to draw up
policy for Parish.

Ongoing

Desire to recycle many
items.

Street Lighting
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Action Plans 15
Community Life, Clubs & Societies
ISSUE

OUTCOME

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

Memorial Hall is shabby.

Refurbish Memorial Hall

Full refurbishment of
hall, stage, backstage
undertaken by Memorial
Hall Committee.

Completed

Memorial Hall kitchen.

Needs modernising

Memorial Hall Committee to
consider.

Ongoing

Scout Hall needs
refurbishment.

Refurbish Scout Hall

Work undertaken and inhand.

Ongoing - Scout Group

Redhill Club needs
refurbishment.

Refurbish Redhill Club

Parish Council to have
meeting with Redhill Club
to discuss renovations.

Redhill Club to take
forward.

Churchill Sports Centre
needs updating.

Work with Churchill Parish
Plan group.

Wrington Parish Plan
information to be passed to
Churchill Parish Plan group.

Completed

More public playing time at
tennis courts.

Better lighting to extend
playing time.

Tennis Club to work with
Parish Council to submit
planning application for
new lights.

Completed and installed

Better use of the sports
pavilion.

Encourage greater use by a
wider range of groups.

Parish Council to discuss
with Sports & Social Club.

Well used as a facility

Better advertising of all
facilities.

Various advertising methods
to be used to reach whole
community.

Website, Journal, Notice
Boards, Village Diary.

In place

More control over dogs and
more dog bins.

Dogs to be kept on a lead
within the Recreation Field
and more dog bins around
village.

Parish Council notice
on Recreation Field gate
and more dog bins to be
obtained.

Completed

More control over teenage
drinking.

Better ‘policing’ of teenage
drinking.

Police Community Support
Officer (PCSO) to work with
youth.

Ongoing
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15 Action Plans
Community Services & Facilities
ISSUE

OUTCOME

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

Concern that vital local
services might be removed.

Work to maintain vital
services; doctor, dentist,
Post Office etc.

Parish Council to liaise with
and meet Service Providers
where necessary to discuss
concerns and issues.

In place and ongoing

Shortcomings identified
with the ‘Out of Hours’
medical service.

Share information with
Wrington Practice and ‘Out
of Hours’ service provider.

Parish Council to review
with Wrington Practice.
Ongoing monitoring
through patient surveys/
network.

Current service appears
satisfactory.

Policing the Community

Police response rate needs
to be improved.

Improve communication
and feedback to police.

Parish Council to discuss
monthly with police.

Ongoing

More police presence in
Parish.

Police Community Support
Officer required.

Police Community Support
Officer (PCSO) to be recruited.

Completed

More knowledge of
Neighbourhood Watch
Schemes requested.

Increase publicity for
scheme.

Parish Council to review
with co-ordinator.

New schemes in Alburys,
Broad Street and Station
Road.

Need skateboard park

Parish Councillors to work
with interested parties to
form working group.

Working group to raise
funds and planning
permission to be obtained.

Funds raised and skateboard
park opened. Now in use.

Awareness of Youth Bus
facility.

Increase publicity

Parish Council to invite the
young people to talk at the
Annual Meeting.

Ongoing

Little or no provision for
young adults aged 15 &
above.

Young adults need a
meeting place.

After school café in The
Reading Room and further
facilities at The Chapel.

Ongoing review of facilities

Young People
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Action Plans 15
Travel, Transport, Traffic & Highways
ISSUE

OUTCOME

Poor & infrequent local bus
service.

Timetable, cost, and routing
need improvement (e.g.
more frequent & late night
returns from Bristol).

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

a) Parish Council to pursue
with North Somerset
Council and First Group
b) Public information on
available service, including
Dragonflyer.

Situation not improved –
ongoing

Additional community
transport available through
Wrington Minibus.

Timetable available on
village notice board, website
and village journal.

Extend limits of 30mph
zone in Wrington.

Parish Council to pursue the
extension of 30mph limits
and gain agreement of NSC
and police.

Completed

Attempt to get 40 mph
limits on all approach
roads to Wrington and a
reduction in the Downside
Road limit.

Parish Council to pursue
further reductions in speed
limits through discussion
with North Somerset
Council and police.

Ongoing

Consider 20mph limit
within Wrington village.

Parish Council to pursue a
reduction in speed limits
and agreement with North
Somerset Council and
police.

Ongoing

Establish a Speed Watch
team.

Parish Council to ask
for more Speed Watch
volunteers. Agree team
activities with police.

Ongoing

Actions to improve
Downside Road have been
identified.

Parish Council to continue
to press North Somerset
Council for the provision of
a footway where possible
for Downside Road.

Ongoing

Roads in poor condition.

Parish Council to discuss
with North Somerset
Council.

Parish Council to pursue
through NSC Councillors,
Officers and Parish Voice.

Some work carried work out
by North Somerset Council.
Other work identified and
still to be completed.

Too many HGVs in Wrington
village.

Restrictions on HGV access
to Wrington.

Advisory weight restrictions
to be put in place on all
access roads to Wrington
except Havyatt.

Completed

Speeding traffic within
Wrington, on the approach
roads, and on Downside
Road.

Traffic calming measures for
village centre.

Full bus timetable available
in lobby of Memorial Hall.
Car Club trial completed organised by Dragonflyer.
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15 Action Plans
Travel, Transport, Traffic & Highways
ISSUE

OUTCOME

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

Companies on the Burnett
Industrial Estate & Cox’s
Green to be asked to advise
their delivery vehicles of the
recommended route to their
premises.

Parish Council to advise
and remind businesses on a
regular basis.

Ongoing

Parking in Wrington is an
issue.

Diverse views expressed by
residents.

Parish Council to explore.

Ongoing

More cycle routes required.

Develop user-friendly cycle
routes in Parish.

Parish Council to talk with
North Somerset Council
Cycling Officer.

Ongoing

Traffic problems in the area
around Wrington School.

Wrington School Travel Plan
required.

Partnership formed
between Parish Council and
parents; School Travel Plan
completed.

Completed

North Somerset Council to
implement advisory 20mph
limit on School Road
(outside School).

Expected to be installed
2010

Bristol International Airport
ISSUE

OUTCOME

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

Airport expansion will
have a negative impact on
the Green Belt and Felton
Common.

Consider impact
of Bristol Airport expansion
plans and impact on Green
Belt and Felton Common.

Parish Council to have
regular meetings with
executives of Bristol
International Airport.
Respond to such plans
when submitted.

Ongoing

Future growth of Bristol
International Airport.

Need to examine the
impact of air pollution,
traffic, lighting, unlawful
car parking, night flying
& noise, giving particular
consideration to residents
of Downside/Lulsgate &
Redhill.

Plans for expansion to cater
for 10 million passengers
submitted in 2009 by Bristol
International Airport. Parish
Council to make considered
responses as appropriate.

Ongoing
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Action Plans 15
Communication/Parish Council
ISSUE

ACTION & BY WHOM

TIME/DELIVERY

Regular newsletter required.

Parish Council Newsletter
produced annually.

Annual letter produced

Regular Parish Council
update in Journal.

Monthly article in Wrington
Journal by Chair and Clerk.

Established

Parish Office to be open to
residents.

Parish Office open to
residents, 10am -12noon
Wednesday and Friday.

Established

Agendas for Parish Council
meetings are posted on
notice boards and website.

Improve condition and
layout of Parish Notice
Boards.

Completed

Residents need to know
who are the Parish
Councillors.

Ensure details of all
Councillors readily available
to residents.

Photographs of Parish
Councillors displayed in the
Memorial Hall and lobby.
Contact list for all
Councillors on Parish notice
boards and Parish website.

Established

Residents want to know
what decisions the Parish
Council make.

Minutes of Parish Council
meetings to be placed on
the Wrington website.

Clerk to liaise with
webmaster.

Established

Perimeters of the Parish are
not as well served as the
centre.

Need more Councillors
dedicated to North East
Ward (Downside/Lulsgate &
Redhill).

One councillor currently
represents North East Ward
and vacancies for this Ward
need filling. Vacancies to be
identified in Parish Council
page of Journal.

Council has regularly
advertised these vacancies
but no more have come
forward.

Better communication
needed between residents
and Parish Council.

OUTCOME
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The Future - Looking Ahead 17

Looking Ahead
Major changes have been proposed for the South West Region in terms of new housing and
other development, particularly in the Bristol and Weston areas. These will impact on the
future of North Somerset and potentially on Wrington Parish, with uncertainty as to how
NSC’s Core Strategy and related policies will affect land use and development.
Already in our Parish, Bristol International Airport recently challenged NSC and obtained
Government permission to build a walkway extension to the Terminal, one third of a mile
long, in spite of opposition from many, including the Parish Council. The airport has also
submitted its application for the expansion to accommodate 10 million passengers. In
addition the threat of new road construction through Wrington Vale has not gone away and
vigilance will be necessary to ensure that our area is not blighted by major infrastructure
being forced on the Parish.
Our services are continuously under pressure and residents’ support for local shops and
other facilities will be important to help ensure their retention. In contrast, Wrington Vale
Medical Practice has proposed that the surgery is moved out of Wrington village, something
that will impact on many people, particularly young mothers, the disabled, older residents
and those without their own transport.
Flooding has been a particular issue for many within Wrington and with the pressure for
more housing and in a period of potential climate change we need to ensure that the risk
of flooding is not increased. Concerns have been expressed for the new Rickyard Road
affordable housing in that, despite flood prevention measures for the site itself, this and
other developments may increase the risk of flooding elsewhere in the village.
In terms of expenditure, the Parish Council is potentially faced with finding a very large sum
of money to replace village street lights where the current ones are coming to the end of
their life. All other street lights in the Parish are owned and maintained by North Somerset
Council.
Finally, Parish Boundary changes have been proposed which are likely to see changes in the
Lulsgate area. Houses east of the A38 between Lulsgate Bottom and New Road may move
to Winford Parish and houses in Downside Road between the A38 and Hyatts Wood Road,
including Coombe Dale, could move to Backwell Parish. The changes, if agreed, would take
effect from May 2011.
The Parish continues to face many challenges but we are fortunate to have a strong sense of
community, providing support for each other. This will often be put to the test in the future
but working together will ensure we can look forward to retain what we value and build a
more sustainable place in which to live.
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This Parish Plan has been produced by the Wrington Parish Plan Steering Group with the help and support of

Community Action
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